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Collective modes and quasiparticle interference on the local density
of states of cuprate superconductors
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The energy, momentum, and temperature dependence of the quasiparticle local density of states~LDOS! of
a two-dimensionaldx22y2-wave superconductor with random disorder is investigated using the first-order
T-matrix approximation. The results suggest that collective modes such as spin-charge-density waves are
relevant low-energy excitations of the cuprates that contribute to the observed LDOS modulations in recent
scanning tunneling microscopy studies of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox .
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One of the most widely debated issues in cuprate su
conductivity is the possibility of preformed Cooper pairs1–4

and the origin of the pseudogap phenomenon.5,6 Recent ex-
periments have demonstrated that the pseudogap phe
enon is unique to the hole-doped (p-type! cuprates and is
absent aboveTc in electron-doped (n-type! cuprates.7–9 Fur-
thermore, in the quasiparticle tunneling spectra of
double-layer Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi-2212! ~Ref. 10! and the
one-layer Bi2(Sr22xLax)Cu2O61d ~Bi-2201! ~Ref. 11! sys-
tems, it is shown that the pseudogap can be distinguis
from the superconducting gap: the former evolves smoo
with increasing temperature whereas the latter vanishe
Tc . These phenomena suggest that the pseudogap ma
associated with a competing order6,12 that coexists with the
superconducting phase forT,Tc and persists aboveTc until
a pseudogap temperatureT* . The competing quantum or
dered phase13,14 can be manifested in the form of collectiv
modes such as charge- and spin-density waves~CDW and
SDW! in the superconducting state, as inferred from neutr
scattering experiments in a variety ofp-type cuprates.15–19

However, whether these collective modes are closely co
lated with superconductivity remain controversial. Rec
scanning tunneling spectroscopic~STM! studies of the Fou-
rier transformed~FT! quasiparticle local density of state
~LDOS! of Bi-2212 ~Refs. 20–22! have stimulated furthe
discussions on the relevance of collective modes.23–28While
Bogoliubov quasiparticle interference apparently plays
important role in the observed FT-LDOS in the superco
ducting state, certain spectral details of the LDOS canno
accounted for unless collective modes are considered.23–25In
particular, the findings of four high-intensity Bragg pea
remaining aboveTc in the FT-LDOS map of Bi-2212~Ref.
29! cannot be reconciled with quasiparticles being the s
low-energy excitations. These new developments motivat
to reexamine the role of collective modes in cuprate sup
conductors by considering the energyE, momentum transfer
q, and temperatureT dependence of the resulting FT-LDO
modulations.

We begin our model construction by noting that subst
tial quasiparticle gap inhomogeneities are observed in
low-temperature tunneling spectroscopy of underdoped
optimally doped Bi-2212 single crystals,30,31 suggesting at
least two types of spatially separated regions, one with sh
0163-1829/2003/68~22!/220505~4!/$20.00 68 2205
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quasiparticle coherence peaks at smaller energiesDd and the
other with rounded hump-like features at larger energiesD* .
On the other hand, low-energy LDOS~for E,0.5Dd) of Bi-
2212 exhibit long-range spectral homogeneity. We theref
conjecture that dynamic SDW or CDW coexist with cupra
superconductivity and that they are only manifested in
quasiparticle LDOS when pinned by disorder. Thus, regio
with rounded hump features in the quasiparticle spectra
manifestation of localized charge modulations due to pinn
of collective modes by disorder, and the wave vector of
charge modulation is twice of that for the collinear SD
order, as proposed in Refs. 23,24 and 32. In contrast, reg
with sharp quasiparticle spectral peaks are representativ
generic Bogoliubov quasiparticle spectra with a well-defin
d-wave pairing order parameterDk'Ddcos 2uk , whereDd is
the maximum gap value anduk is the angle between th
quasiparticle wave vectork and the antinode direction. Ou
model therefore assumes ‘‘puddles’’ of spatially confin
‘‘pseudogap regions’’ with a quasiparticle scattering poten
modulated at a periodicity of four lattice constants along
Cu-O bonding directions, and the spatial modulations can
of either the ‘‘checkerboard’’ pattern23,24 or ‘‘charge nem-
atic’’ with short-range stripes.12,14 In the limit of weak per-
turbations, we employ the first-orderT-matrix approximation
and consider a (4003400) sample area with either 24 ran
domly distributed point impurities or 24 randomly distrib
uted puddles of charge modulations that cover'6% of the
sample area. For simplicity, we do not consider the effec
disorder on either suppressing the local pairing poten
Dd(r ) or altering the nearest-neighbor hopping coefficient
in the band structure of Bi-2212, although such effects refl
the internal structures of charge modulations.25,26

Specifically, the Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional s
perconductor is given byH5HBCS1Himp , where HBCS
denotes the unperturbed BCS Hamiltonian of thed-wave
superconductor,HBCS5(ks(ek2m)cks

† cks1(kDk@ck↑
† c2k↓

†

1c2k↓ck↑#, andHimp is the perturbation Hamiltonian asso
ciated with impurity-induced quasiparticle scatterin
potential.24,26,27,33Using the T-matrix method, the Green
function G associated withH is given by G5G01G0TG0,
whereG0 is the Green’s function ofHBCS andT5Himp /(1
2G0Himp). The Hartree perturbation potential for sing
scattering events in the diagonal part ofH and for noninter-
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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acting identical point impurities at locationsr i is Va(q)
5( iVs,meiq•r i for nonmagnetic (Vs) and magnetic (Vm)
impurities,27 whereas that for puddles with short stripelik
modulations centering atr j is33

Vb~q!5(
j

V0eiq•r j
2 sin~qy,xRj !sin~qx,yRj !

qy,xsin~2qx,y!
, ~1!

and that for checkerboard modulations is

Vg~q!5(
j

V0eiq•r jF2sin~qyRj !sin~qxRj !

qysin~2qx!
1~qx↔qy!G .

~2!

Here all lengths are expressed in units of the lattice cons
a, Rj is the averaged radius of thej th puddle, andV0 denotes
the magnitude of the scattering potential by pinned collec
modes. For simplicity, we neglect the energy dependenc
Va,b,g and assume thatVs , Vm , and V0 are sufficiently
small so that no resonance occurs in the FT-LDOS.26 For
sufficiently large scattering potentials, fullT-matrix calcula-
tions become necessary as in Ref. 27. However, largeVs,m
would result in strong spectral asymmetry between posi
and negative bias voltages,27 which differs from experimen-
tal observation.20–22We also note that the energy dependen
of Vb,g reflects the spectral characteristics of the collect
modes and their interaction with quasiparticles and imp
ties. For instance, we expectVg;zg2 for pinned SDW,
wherez is the impurity pinning strength andg is the cou-
pling amplitude of quasiparticles with SDW fluctuations.23,24

Empirically for nearly optimally doped Bi-2212,Rj ranges
from 5–10.31 Here we take different values forRj with a
mean valuê Rj&510.

Given the Hamiltonian and the scattering potenti
Va,b,g(q), we find that for infinite quasiparticle lifetime an
in the first-orderT-matrix approximation, the FT of the
LDOS r(r ,E) that involves elastic scattering of quasipar
cles from momentumk to k1q is

rq~v!52
1

pN2
lim
d→0

(
k

Va,b,g~q!H uk1quk~uk1quk

7vk1qvk!ImF 1

~v2Ek1 id!~v2Ek1q1 id!G
1uk1qvk~uk1qvk

6vk1quk!ImF 1

~v1Ek1 id!~v2Ek1q1 id!G
1vk1quk~uk1qvk

6vk1quk!ImF 1

~v2Ek1 id!~v1Ek1q1 id!G
2vk1qvk~uk1quk

7vk1qvk!ImF 1

~v1Ek1 id!~v1Ek1q1 id!G J .

~3!
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Here N is the total number of unit cells in the sample a
Im@•••# denotes the imaginary part of the quantity with
the brackets, which is related to the equal-energy quasip
cle joint density of states. The upper~lower! sign in the
coherence factor applies to spin-independent~spin-
dependent! interactions,uk and vk are the Bogoliubov qua-
siparticle coefficients,uk

21vk
251, uk

25@11(jk /Ek)#/2, jk
[ek2m, ek is the tight-binding energy of the normal state
Bi-2212 according to Normanet al.,34

ek5t1~coskx1cosky!/21t2coskxcosky1t3~cos 2kx

1cos 2ky!/21t4~cos 2kxcosky1coskxcos 2ky!/2

1t5cos 2kxcos 2ky ,

wheret125520.5951, 0.1636,20.0519,20.1117, 0.0510
eV, m is the chemical potential, andEk5Ajk

21Dk
2.

Using Eq. ~3! and Va,b,g(q), we obtain the energy-
dependent FT-LDOS maps in the first Brillouin zone for no
magnetic point impurities in Fig. 1 with two differentDd
values and for pinned SDW~with spin-dependent coherenc
factor! in Fig. 2, whereas the corresponding LDOS modu
tions due toVa,b,g(q) in real space is shown in Figs. 3~a!–
3~c!. For nonmagnetic point impurity scattering atT!Tc ,
the intensities associated withqB andqC are much stronger
than those ofqA , as shown in Fig. 1 and also in Fig. 4~a!.
The results in Fig. 1 differ from the STM observation20,21

that reveals comparable intensities associated withqA and
qB , and weaker intensities withqC . Interestingly, the inten-
sities ofqA andqB,C become reversed if one assumes ma

FIG. 1. Calculated energy-dependent Fourier transform~FT!
maps of quasiparticle LDOS in the first Brillouin zone with ra
domly distributed nonmagnetic point defects using Eq.~3! andVa :
~a! Dd540 meV and (v/Dd)560.15,60.45,60.75 ~up and down
from left to right!; ~b! Dd520 meV and (v/Dd)50.15,0.45,0.75
~left to right!. ~c! Schematic illustration of the equal-energy co
tours and representative modulation wave vectorsqA , qB andqC ,
which correspond toq1 , q7 , andq2 in Refs. 20,21.
5-2
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netic point impurity scattering, as illustrated in Fig. 4~b!.
However, there is no evidence of magnetic scattering in
samples used in Refs. 20 and 21. In contrast, the presen
pinned collective modes, regardless of CDW or SDW, giv
rise to much stronger intensities forqA ~by about two orders
of magnitude!, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the empirical F
LDOS maps20,21 cannot be solely attributed to quasipartic
scattering by nonmagnetic point impurities.

The relevance of collective modes become indisputa
when we consider the temperature dependence of the
LDOS. As shown in Fig. 5~a!, in the limit of T→Tc

2 , theq
values contribute to the FT-LDOS map become significan
extended and smeared for point-impurity scattering. In c
trast, pinned SDW yields strong intensities in the FT-LDO
map only atqA for T.;Tc , as shown in Fig. 5~b!. The
overall energy dispersion due to pinned SDW is weaker t
that due to point impurities, as shown in Fig. 5~c! for
uqAu-vs-V~biased voltage! at bothT50 andT5Tc . In par-
ticular, we note that the dispersion is further reduced atTc .
These findings are consistent with recent experimental ob
vation by Yazdaniet al.29

The energy, momentum, and temperature dependenc
our calculated FT-LDOS in Figs. 1–5 is supportive of sp
tially modulated collective modes being relevant low-ene

FIG. 2. Energy-dependent FT-LDOS maps with randomly d
tributed pinned SDW using Eq.~3! andVg : ~a! Dd540 meV and
(v/Dd)560.15,60.45,675, up and down from left to right;~b!
Dd520 meV and (v/Dd)50.15,0.45,0.75, from left to right. The
FT-LDOS does not exhibit discernible differences in the spec
characteristics except the total intensities if we simply replaceVg

by Vb and assume nonmagnetic coherence factors in Eq.~3!.

FIG. 3. Real-space quasiparticle LDOS for a (4003400) area at
T50 due to scattering by~a! nonmagnetic point impurities,~b!
pinned CDW, and~c! pinned SDW for Dd540 meV and v
530 meV.
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excitations in cuprates besides quasiparticles. In particu
only pinned collective modes can account for the observa
in the FT-LDOS map aboveTc . Although our simplified
model cannot exclude CDW, we note that pinned CD
would have coupled directly to the quasiparticle spectra
resulted in stripelike periodic local conductance modulati
which has not been observed in STM studies. On the o
hand, various puzzling phenomena seem reconcilable w
the SDW scenario. For instance, the nanoscale gap varia
observed in Bi-2212~Ref. 31! may be understood by notin
that the LDOS in regions with disorder-pinned SDW co

FIG. 4. Evolution of the relative intensities of FT-LDOS wit
energy (v) for qA , qB , andqC as defined in Fig. 1~c! andVs , Vm ,
and V0 all taken to be unity: quasiparticle scattering by~a! single
nonmagnetic point impurity and~b! single magnetic point impurity.

FIG. 5. The FT-LDOS maps atT50, 0.75Tc , andTc ~from left
to right! for ~a! point impuritiesVa(q) and~b! pinned SDWVg(q).
We assumeDd(T)5Dd(0)@12(T/Tc)#1/2, Dd(0)540 meV, tun-
neling biased voltage 518 mV, and Tc580 K. Besides
temperature-dependent coherence factors, the thermal smeari
quasiparticle tunneling conductance (dI/dV) is obtained by using
(dI/dV)}u*rq(E)(d f /dE)u(E2eV)dEu, where f (E) denotes the
Fermi function.~c! uqAu-vs-V ~biased voltage! dispersion relation
for pinned SDW atT50 andTc .
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tains information of disorder potential coupled with qua
particles and SDW, so that the humplike spectral feature
6D* represent neither the SDW gap nor the supercond
ing gapDd , and the values ofD* vary in accordance with
the disorder potential. The long-range spatial homogeneit
quasiparticle spectra in YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! ~Ref. 35! as
opposed to the strong spatial inhomogeneity in Bi-2212
also be reconciled in a similar context. That is, SDW can
much better pinned in extreme two-dimensional cuprates
Bi-2212 than in more three-dimensional cuprates such
YBCO. Furthermore, SDW can be stabilized by magne
fields,23,24,36 which naturally account for the checkerboar
like spectral modulations around the vortex cores
Bi-2212.19,37 Finally, the smooth evolution of the pseudog
phase with temperature throughTc may contribute to the
,
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anomalously large Nernst effect under ac axis magnetic field
aboveTc ,38 with spin fluctuations responsible for the exce
entropy.

In summary, we employ first-orderT-matrix approxima-
tion to study modulations in the quasiparticle FT-LDOS
cuprates as a function of energy, momentum, and temp
ture. Our results suggest that a full account for all aspect
experimental observation belowTc must include collective
modes as relevant low-energy excitations besides quasip
cles, and that only collective modes can account for the
served FT-LDOS aboveTc .

We thank Professors Subir Sachdev, Doug Scalapino
S. Ting, and Mr. Yuan-Yu Jau for useful discussions. T
research was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR-010304
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